
CLUES ACROSS

1 In Broad Avenue to buy one of our singer/guitarists? (4, 8)
11 Ancient star hostelry for an open night on the non-CA Wednesdays? (3, 3, 3)
13 Even though it's Club Acoustic we occasionally see one (abbr.) (3)
14 A type of early 2d da ____ (5)
16 (& 29a) Bond yet? No - he's our host! (4, 5)
17 Used in conjunction with paper - a musical instrument (1, 4)
19 Eponymous Lady (?) of a Kinks song (4)
21 Within star attraction -  a singer occasionally (now too rarely) heard with 1d (4)
22 Were Fleetwood Mac singing of our a cappella regular? (8)
23 See 18d
24 See 7d
25 It's not your turn, so shhh! (5)



ACROSS Cont’d ...

26 One of Burgess' thugs with a predeliction for Beethoven (5)
27 Villain of Buxton folklore. I hear there's a rock opera about him! (5)
29 (see 16a)
31 Saucy dance? (5)
35 Rodgers and Hart's was Blue, Nick Drake's was Pink. The Who's was Keith! (4)
37 (&48a) She writes and sings "All I need" and deposits cash (8, 5)
38 Instrument for church, home or mouth (5)
39 4th Gospel initially makes creative guitar riffs of the highest ever reputation. 

And often finishes off the Wednesday night! (4, 9)
41 Meant to get learner a sad song (6)
42 (see 9d)
43 Lo! REM arrangement for Wragged Tree's Hilary (5)
44 Brass instrument gets extra note for a botched episode (6)
45 We must hear about 30 on a CA night (5)
46 In urban jostling you can see Bernie's preferred instrument (5)
47 Mix up a 39d wrestler for informal phrase for a musician (4)
48 (see 37a)
50 52a has a cuppa at two for soul record label (4)
51 Numbers allocated in the first half -  if you go on first (3)
52 Alex doesn't have a phone - he can still communicate with this shortened version(3)
53 CA is a kind of this...  a kind of economy? (3)
55 With varying degrees of tension most get on stage with half a dozen (7)
56 Lion, mane and bride often provide guitar and accordian performances (5, 3, 8)
 

1 Another singer/guitarist turns over root drug - one from Macclesfield (4, 4)
2 4 stringed instrument - to be played in Twelfth Night (5)
3 Soft instrument (5)
4 A musical form rarely heard at CA. It's in guitar apparatus, though... (3)
5 Instrument that's 4d played with heroin! (4)
6 Towards the end of the night we have gin as long as everyone takes part (4-5)
7 (&24a) This group aren't meant to be funny (2, 4)
8 Harry Nilssonn song - definitely a single (3)
9 (&42A) Bryn, Chud, Bernie, Nigel with their rarely seen leader? (4, 6, 3, 3, 6, 6)
10 Better umbrellas include liquid for pirate songs (3)
12 This singer/guitarist is mixed up in an owl trust case - at his pharmacy perhaps? (6, 6)
15 see 20d
16 Military music that leaves a mark on the skin (6)
18 see 23d

20 (&15d) Much missed "trumpet" player associated with 31d (5, 6)
23 (&18d) Was Elvis Costello singing of multi-instrumentalist from 31d before 

moving by road (6, 6)
28 CA is this kind of night (4)
30 Song separation from Tammy Wynette (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)
31 These words imply somehow containing a regular CA act (6)
32 Bianca, Jon ad I have a percussion instrument (5)
33 Something to carry all you'd need to perform on the 5th Wednesday of the month? (8)
34 Oh, blues could be performed here on CA night (3, 9)
36 Guitarists often use one when setting up their pitch (4)

CLUES DOWN
 



37 CA guitarist and bassist. How you might have once addressed Mr. Bowie?
39 Kotos and Shamisens are __________ instruments (8)
40 Maths nun rearranged Wragged Tree Perry (8)
45 Recently Sir Lindsay Hoyle installed in 13a? (7)
46 (&48d) Two small drums attached to each other - and, shortly, Robert (5, 3)
47 39a is usually doing this during 33d - at the desk (6)
48 (see 46d)
49 A den in 31d ?
51 Bronze for running from C to E, say? (5)
54 Thankfully, for vegan guitarists, strings are no longer made from this (3)
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